An ontology-driven web platform for publishing data specifications to support data
sharing
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Abstract
Ontologies are seen as a possible lingua-franca for
enabling data sharing across databases from different
agencies where database content is actually about the
same subject material, as for example arises in public
health epidemiological food-borne disease outbreak
investigations that cut across international borders
and different levels of government. However, coming
to consensus about how to encode database content
according to OWL-driven vocabulary is not finished
business. To explore a possible solution, the Hsiao
Public Health Bioinformatics Lab has created a
system to enable the crafting of ontology-driven data
specifications in alignment with the Ontology for
Biomedical Investigations data item and value
specification framework. An initial vision was
presented in an ICBO 2016 poster which led to
funding for the effort, followed by a mid-project
presentation at JOWO 2017, and now our working
first release, called the Genomic Epidemiology Entity
Mart (GEEM) portal, named after the bulk of the
subject area that we have focused on so far, and
which is represented in our Genomic Epidemiology
Ontology (GenEpiO). The GEEM project update will
elaborate on the finalized specification structure that
we propose, including details on recent OBI data
representation work.
GEEM specifications detail what information content
entities are about and how they are measured. An
ontology curator works with data architects of
existing or new databases to determine what content
the specifications must cover to enable data sharing.
The curator then sets up each specification
component as an OBI value specification axiom,
detailing what it is about (e.g. a quality of an entity or
entity part, like mass or color, or a calculation like
BMI or age) and how it is measured (as a categorical,
ordinal, numeric, or string value). The GEEM

software converts much of this content into a JSON
representation which software implementers can then
use (and customize and refresh periodically) to craft
data conversion scripts, and even data management
forms. In this way the GEEM specifications act as a
hub that “spoke” software applications consume
and/or generate compatible data with. Data architects
and software implementers can use GEEM
specifications without needing ontology curation or
owl logic experience. The GEEM portal provides an
OAuth2 login for users so that they can set up,
customize and download their own “packages” of
specifications over time.
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